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Angel, the young adopted daughter of Tallest Purple, finds out what her father's plans for her are and
runs away with her brother and her best friend. When they land, they meet a certain Irken we've all come
to know and love.
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1 - Flashbacks of a Disturbed Girl

*10 years ago*

Myukai: Shes so beautiful, isnt she Spork?

Spork: She looks just like you.

Myukai: Shes such a little angel

Spork: Then thats what we'll name her...Angel.

*5 years ago*

Myukai is playing with 5 year old Angel

Soldier 1: My Tallest!

Spork: What is it soldier?

Soldier 1: A Giant Slug is attacking the city! It has already eaten most of the troops, WE NEED YOU'RE
HELP!!!!

Spork: Myukai!

Myukai: Yes?

Spork: The city needs us! Put Angel with Nanny!

Myukai: OK

Myukai places Angel in the arms of their nanny

Angel: Mommy, where is you goin?

Myukai: Don't worry sweetie, your father and I will be back soon, be good for nanny while we're gone!

Myukai then kisses her daughter on the cheek and goes with Spork to battle the giant slug.

Angel: Bye mommy, bye daddy...

*1 week later*

Nanny is talking to a guard, after hearing what the guard has said, she breaks out in tears



Angel: Nanny, why is you cryin?

Nanny looks down into the deep crystal blue eyes of the innocent little girl

Nanny: Oh sweetie, I have some terrible news...you're parents won't be coming back.

Angel: Why Nanny?

Nanny: Because...you're parents...are dead.

Angel: no...No...NOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!

Angel's eyes are now full of tears

*Back to the Present, Angel is now a beautiful young girl of 11 years old, Nanny died a few years after
that, which made Angel an even colder person inside, she now lives in the Orphanage. She then wakes
up from her nightmare of the horrible memories from her past.*

Angel: *jolts up* AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Caretaker: *Runs into room* Sweetie, sweetie whats wrong!? Are you having those nightmares again?

Angel: They keep coming back...WHY WON'T THEY GO AWAY!!!???

Angel is now in a fit of rage and is trying to break the wall with her fist.

Caretaker: Sweetie, calm down! They'll go away sooner or later

Angel: NO THEY WON'T!!!! AND DON'T CALL ME SWEETIE!!!!

Caretaker: Angel, please calm down and go back to sleep!

Angel is now in a fit of tearfilled rage. After a few minutes, she finally calme down and goes to sleep.

*The next day*

Little girl: Angel, why were you yellin last night?

Angel: Its none of your buisness

*All of a sudden, the Tallest walk into the room!*

Caretaker: MY TALLEST! What are you doing here?

Red: For reasons unkown, Purple want to adopt a child, even though he has a son.



Purple: I just want Blue to have some company, being an only child and all.

Caretaker: We have a wide variety of children here my tallest!

*Purple then notices Angel sitting all alone in the corner*

Purple:*points to Angel* Whos that?

Caretaker: Oh, thats Angel, she came to us 3 years ago. Shes of tallest descent ya know.

Purple: Really?

Caretaker: Yes, she is the daughter of former Tallests Myukai and Spork

Purple: I'll take her!

Angel has overheard this

Angel: *sarcastically* Greeeaaaattt...



2 - Rememberance of a Life Long Past

*inside the Royal Voot Cruiser leaving Orphiantia, the Orphanage planet*

Purple: Just wait till we get back to the Royal Palace, there are a ton of rooms for you to choose from
and...

Angel: I KNOW what it looks like! I used to live there, remember?

Purple: Oh...yea.

Red: Ooooh, you got dissed!

Angel: I'll just take my old room,

Purple: OK *notices the scar over Angel's left eye* so... where didja get that?

Angel: *strokes the scar* oh, this? I got this trying to kill the giant slug thing that killed my parents.

Purple: Oh *also notices the ratty clothing that she is wearing* maybe before we get there, we could buy
you some new clothes! How does that sound?

Angel: thinking-Man, this guy is REALLY desperate! Maybe I'll humor him for a while. Speaking-
Whatever, that sounds kinda fun, i guess?

Purple: That's great! Driver...

Driver: Yes my tallest!

Purple: Take us to Clothientia!

Driver: Yes sir!

*At Clothientia...*

Angel: I kinda like this outfit...

It was a purple and black uniform with a front longer than the back, a pair of purple boots with black
straps, a black choker with a skull with angel wings attached to it, a gold headband, and a golden
antenna ring with the symbol for Irk on it.

Angel: It matches my PAK!

Purple: Ok, lets go home now!



*At the Royal Palace on Irk*

Purple: Angel, I'd like ya to meet Blue, my son...

Blue: 'Sup

Angel: 'Sup

Purple: and Sunny, Red's daughter!

Sunny: Hey!

Angel: Hey. Thinking-What a DITZ!

Purple: We'll leave you three alone for a while!

*Purple and Red leave*

Blue: When dad said he wanted another child, I'd never thought he'd be so desprate to get a MIDGET!

Angel: Shut your noise tube before I cram my fist in it!

Blue: Gulp! (sweat drop)

Sunny: Don't mind him Angel, he's just a COMPLETE idiot!

Angel: Thinking-I'm starting to like her, not much of him.

Sunny: If ya want, I'll be happy to show ya around!

Angel: No thanks, I already know my way around here.

Blue: Wait... how do YOU, a midget orphan, know your way around the palace!?

Sunny: Yea, I'd like ta know this too!

Angel: (Glares at Blue) If you must know, I used to live here! My parents were tallests Myukai and Spork.

Sunny: Ya mean the ones that were killed by the Giant Blob?

Angel: (A hurt look in her eyes) yea...that was them.

Sunny: Oh, I'm sorry! I didn't mean it like that!

Angel: It's Ok, I know ya didn't.



Blue: If you're of tallest descent, why are you soo short!?

Angel: (Punches Blue in the mouth) 'Cause I am! GOT THAT!?

Blue: (Through a fat lip) Uh-hu!

Angel: Now, I'm gonna go get changed, I'll be right back!

*Angel leaves for her old room*

Blue: MAN! What's eatin her?

Sunny: Don't worry, she'll get used to the palace again soon!

*In Angel's old room*

Angel: (Flops down on her old bed) Ahhhh! Just like I remember it!



3 - Escaping the Madness

*1 week later. Angel is now settled in her old home with her new family, and has become best friends
with Sunny and Blue*

Angel: ya know, its great to be home after all of these years.

Sunny: That's great! Hey, ya want ta go listen to music and look at the pics of the cute Invaders!

Angel: Whatever, I AM kinda bored.

Sunny: Ok, follow me!

They are now in Sunny's room listening to Eminem's "My Band" and looking at pics of random Invaders

Sunny: These chicks don't even know the name of my band... A-HA! Here they are! Pics of the cute
Invaders-to-be in this book from Devistasia!

Angel: Let me see that!

They have looked at all the Invaders from a-z, Sunny thinks most of them are cute, but Angel sees no
intrest in them

Sunny: Well, here's the last name and pic in the book... ZIM Status: Class A Invader, he's the guy that
blew up half of the planet a while back.

Angel: No intrest.

Sunny: Man! You like none of the Invaders!?

Angel: Nope!

Sunny: O well, lets go downstairs and torture Blue!

Angel: Whatever

Sunny: Is ALL you say is "Whatever"!?

Angel: Wouldn't YOU like ta know!

They are passing the tallest meeting room when Angel hears them talking about her...

Sunny: WHAT ARE THEY SAYIN'!?



Angel: SHHHH!!! I'm tryin' ta hear!

Purple: Ok, so this is how it will go! After we die, Sunny, Blue, and Angel will rule after us, and...

Red: If they mess up, they will be overthrown by one of their children and probably be the shortest child.

Oracle: Beware my tallest, I see devistation in your future! You might not have your offspring to rule after
you!

Purple: Does that mean they'll die!?

Oracle: Wouldn't YOU like ta know!?

Purple: Ya know, you're kinda snappy for an oracle

Oracle than disappers and the tallest leave through another door

Angel: no...

Sunny: WOW! We're gonna be the next Tallest! (does a little dance)

Angel: But...It doesn't FEEL right to me!

Angel then runs to her old room and starts to pack when Sunny and Blue enter

Sunny: ANGEL!! Are you CRAZY!?

Blue: Yea! You can't just...RUN AWAY! Can you?

Angel: Yes I can! From the minute I was able to think, I knew that the Tallest life wasn't for me. That's
why my parents weren't gonna force me to be the next tallest. But now...I just can't do it...Hey guys?

Sunny: What?

Angel: Ya wanna come with?

Blue: I guess...I mean, it'll be cool to go to another planet!

Sunny: Yea! it kinda will!

Angel: Good! Now, go and pack and meet me at the docking bay at midnight sharp, when everyone is
asleep!

*Midnight at the docking bay*

Angel: OK! Is everyone here? Sunny?



Sunny: Present!

Angel: Blue?

Blue: Yea, I'm here.

Angel: Good! Now, everyone! Get into the voot that seats three people!

WAIT!!!!

Angel: What was that!?

Two SIR units come out of nowhere. One was a black SIR with a purple sign of a skull on it and purple
eyes with a long antennae with a golden star at the end. The other looked like an average SIR with
golden coating and bright red eyes.

Sunny: COSMOS! I almost forgot you!

Sunny then runs over and picks up the golden SIR

Angel: If that one is yours...then whos is that?

Sir unit: I'm yours!

Angel: OK! I've already got a name for you! I'll name you...Abyss!

Abyss: I like that name!

Angel: Good! Now...Everyone into the voot that sit three people and two SIRS!

They then got into the voot and went to a planet far away from Irk, what they did not know was that the
planet was called...Earth.



4 - Zim's Dream

*Inside a pitch black room*

Zim: Where am I? HELLO!? IS ANYONE THERE?!

Zim then notices a glowing light at the other end of the room

Zim: What is that?

He starts to run towards the light. As he gets closer, he hears a beautiful voice singing a strange tune.

Voice: How can you see into my eyes, like open doors?

Zim: Who is that?

Voice: Leading you down into my core...

Zim: Its coming from the light!

Voice: Where I've become so numb...

Zim finally reaches the light and it takes the shape of a young Irken girl

Light: Without a soul...

Zim: Excuse me...

The young girl then notices Zim and gives him a warm smile

Zim: I'm kinda lost and...

The light the comes close to Zim and gives him a light kiss on the lips

Zim: Uhhhhhh... (blushes)

Light:...Help Me

Zim: What?

The girl then grows angel wings and flies away

Zim: Wait! Come Back!



*Zim wakes up*

Zim: AH! WOW! That was a strange dream!

He then hears an explosion from upstairs

Zim: GIIIIIIIIR!!!!

GIR: I MADE BROWNIES!

Zim: UGGH!

Zim then starts to ponder the dream and who the girl was when the computer's Invader alarm goes off!

Zim: Computer! What is the meaning of this!?

Computer: A ship of Irken origin is closing in on the atomosphere!

Zim: How long till landing time!

Computer: Estimated time... 5 hours

Zim: Where is the landing spot?

Computer: Center of cul-de-sac

Zim: That's just great! Dib will certainely have a field day with this! How many passengers?

Computer: Three Irkens and two SIR units

Zim: Good! This is all I needed to know!

Gir than enters with a plateful of burnt brownies

GIR: I made brooowwwnniieess!

GIR than puts the plate up to Zim's face

Zim: No thanks GIR! We have a bigger problem on our hands!

GIR: YAAAAY!!! WE'RE DOOMED!

Zim: No GIR! We need to stop the Invaders ready to steal my mission!

Gir and Zim then leave to prepare for the runaways



5 - Fatal Arrival

*Angel, Sunny, Blue, and the two SIR units are now hovering above the Earth's atmosphere and are just
about to land*

Angel: Computer! Give me the status of this planet!

Computer: Name:Earth Status:20% land 80% water

Angel: Water? What is this "water" that you speak of?

Computer: Water is made up of two parts hydrogen and one part oxygen

Angel: Doesn't hydrogen (gulp) hurt?

Computer: Yes...very much

Angel: That's just perfect!

Suddenly, the alarm starts to go off and the ship starts to shake.

Angel: COMPUTER! WHAT IS HAPPENING!?

Computer: We are being pulled into the Earth's atmosphere. Please fasten your seatbelts and prepare
for impact! Thank You for flying!

Angel: EVERYONE HOLD ON!

Sunny: AHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!

Blue: I'M GONNA THROW UP!

The ship starts to glow red as the ship heats up from gravitational pull.

Blue: ANGEL!?

Blue notices the seriousness in her eyes. The glowing ship made it look like there was fire burning in her
eyes.

Angel: (Through gritted teeth) Come on... COME ON!!!!

The ship than crashed in the middle of the cul-de-sac.

*At Dib's house*



Dib: WHAT THE HECK WAS THAT!?

Gaz: Hopefully something coming to pop your big head!

Dib: MY HEAD'S NOT BIG!!!!

*Back at the cul-de-sac*

Blue: Uggh! My head!

Sunny: Am I alive?

Blue: WHERE'S ANGEL!?

They both start digging through the debris and find Angel knocked out unconcius.

Blue: Angel!? ANGEL!!

Sunny: NOOOOO!!!!! (breaks into tears)

Blue: WAIT! She's not dead! She's just unconcious!

Sunny: YAY!!!!

The two SIR units then come out of the debris

Cosmos: THAT WAS FUN! LETS DO IT AGAIN!

Zim then rushes into the area with his disguise on with GIR close behind.

Zim: HOLD IT RIGHT THERE!

GIR: DO YOU HAVE TAQUITOS!?

Zim: GIR! Shut up!

GIR: OK!

Blue: Look! A native! Let's see if he can help us! Do...You...Speak...English...?

Zim: Of COURSE I speak English! I AM ZIM!!!

Sunny: o no...not him!

Blue: Tough Luck! He's the only one that can help us!



Zim: I bet you're here to steal my mission, aren't you? AREN'T YOU!!!!????

Blue: Far from it! Look... we need you're help! When we crashed, our pilot was knocked uncocius and
our ship was totalled. Can we crash at you're place until we find a place to live?

Zim: Why should I trust YOU!!!???

Sunny: 'Cause if ya don't, I'll kick your butt!

Zim: (gulp) OK, thats a good enough reason for me! Let me see the pilot!

Blue then places Angel on the ground for Zim to inspect her

Zim: Nothing serious, just some cuts and bruises.

Zim notices something familiar about her

Zim: Thinking-She kinda looks like that girl from my dream! Speaking-Now bring her inside and place her
on the couch!

Blue than picks up an unconcius Angel and everyone goes into Zim's house where Angel will soon wake
up. And probably never want to leave.



6 - Where am I?

*back at the Massive*

Purple: MISSING!!!!???? WHAT DO YOU MEAN SHE'S MISSING!!!!????

A soldier is cowering in the fear of tallest Purple after telling him that all three of the children are gone.

Soldier: They left this note your tallnessness...DON'T HURT MEEEE!!!!

Purple snatches the note from the puny soldier's hand

Purple: The note says...

Note(in Angel's voice): Dear Purple,

Me, Blue and Sunny are running away. This has happened because we overheard your tallest plans and
want nothing to do with them. We'll probably be loooooong gone before you read this note.

Luv, Angel

P.S.:...YOU CAN'T STOP US!!!!!

Purple: WE HAVE TO FIND THEM! WHERE COULD THEY HAVE POSSIBLY GONE!!!???

*back on Earth*

Angel is waaking up. She see's Sunny's familiar golden eyes and Blue's staring at her. She also see's a
pair of eyes she does not recognize, and they are bright blue.

Blue: She's waking up! Praise the Irken gods!

Sunny: Are you OK Angel?

Angel: It's hard to tell right now...where am I?

At this moment, GIR jumps on top of Angel and is staring at her.

Angel: O_O

GIR:...HI!!!!!

Angel: AHHHHH!!!!!!



Angel then jumps a foot into the air and lands on her feet in a fighting pose, ready to beat GIR up.

Blue: ANGEL! Calm down! He's not an enemy! This is GIR, a rather...mentally challenged SIR unit.

Angel: GIR?...What's the G stand for?

GIR: I don't know!

Angel then grabs GIR by the collar of his throat and starts to shake him.

Angel: WHERE AM I!? TELL MEEEE!!!!

Zim then chooses this time to walk in the room.

Zim: WHAT THE HECK'S GOING ON!?

Everyone just stares at Zim for a second, Angel still has GIR by the throat.

Angel:O_O

Blue:O_O

Sunny:O_O

Zim:O_O

Gir: TACOS!!!!

Blue: Angel...this is Zim. He's the Irken responsible for taking over this planet.

Angel runs over and grabs Zim by his uniform collar

Angel: YOU TELL ME WHERE I AM RIGHT NOW AND I WON'T KICK YOUR BUTT!!!

Zim:...Your..chocking..me!

Angel then places Zim on the floor

Zim: (gasps for breath) First of all...NEVER EVER EVER DO THAT AGAIN!!!

Angel: OOOOOOkkkkkk...and...what else?

Zim: Second of all, your on Earth, a planet filled with disgusting humanoids.

Angel:...and...what's a "humanoid"?



Zim: The people that enhabit this planet.

Angel: oh yea...REAAAAAAAALLLYY informative!

Zim: YOU DARE DEFY ME!!!???

Angel: I'll defy whomever I want.

Angel sticks her tounge out at Zim. Zim then gets really ticked.

Zim: HOW DARE YOU!!!

Angel: Whatever...so...what do we need to do to stay undercover on this planet?

Zim: First, you need disguise, second...

This is all Zim said before Dib came crashing through the window.

Dib: AHA! NOW I SHALL...O_O

Dib than stares at Angel, Blue, and Sunny

Dib: Oh...my...good...golly...GOSH! MORE ALIENS!!!!

Angel: And this is...?

Zim: DIB-HUMAN! I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN YOU WOULD COME BARGING IN!!!!

Sunny: THIS is a HUMAN!? Kinda scrawny.

Blue: Yea...and a really big head too.

Dib: I CAN'T BELIVE...MY HEADS NOT BIG!!!! > <

Angel: SUUUUURE it isn't...

Zim than grabs Dib and flings him out the window into the lawn gnomes.

Dib: AHHHHHH!!!!!!

Zim: Now where was I? AH YES! Disguises!

A huge machine than popped out of the floor and opened a huge door.

Angel: I guess I'll go first...let's see...what do I want?...OK! I guess Gothic will do!

Angel than presses the Gothic button and steps inside. Screaming is heard from within.



Angel: AHHHH!!!! MY EYES!!!!! IT BURNS!!!!!! AHHHHHH!!!!

Sunny:O_O

Blue: (whimpers in fear)

GIR: OOOOOOHHHHHH!!!!

Angel than steps out. Her disguise consists of black hair, black lipstick, purple eyeshadow, a purple
dress, fingerless gloves, blue eye contacts, and human skin.

Angel: WOW! I look gooood...!

Sunny: Cool!

Blue: Sweet!

Gir: COOKIES!

Sunny than presses the golden button and steps in and screams. When she comes out she has dirty
blonde hair, golden eye contacts, a red dress, and, of course, human skin.

Sunny: I like! I like VERY much!

Blue went for the footbal button, but accidentaly pressed the Gothic button. When he steps out, he has
black hair in a ponytail, a black robe, and sunglasses. Oh, and human skin!

Blue: AW MAN!

Angel: OK! This is how it will go, Blue! You pretend your my dad scince your Gothic, Sunny! You pretend
to be my cousin, Zim!...Just...do something.

Zim: SCINCE WHEN DO YOU CALL THE SHOTS!?

Angel: SINCE THIS!

Angel then puts a fist up to Zim's face.

Zim: (gulp!) OK! (sweatdrop)

Angel: (sighs) boys are such wimps...

They then leave to seperate rooms for the night. Angel is now in her room.

Angel: Who does that JERK think he is!?



Angel of course is talking about Zim

*In Zim's lab*

Zim: Who does that FEMALE think she is!?

Zim is talking about Angel.

Zim + Angel: HE/SHE ACTS LIKE HE/SHE IS THE BOSS OF THE GALAXY!!!!



7 - The Next Day at Skool

It is Seven in the morning and everyone is awake to go to the skool, except...

Zim: GIR!! go wake Angel up or we will be late for skool!

Gir: *eyes go red* YES MY MASTER! *eyes go blue and skips off to Angel's room* DOO DE DOO DE
DOO...

In Angel's room and Angel is asleep...

GIR: *busts door open* ANGIE!!! TIME TO GET UUUUP!

Gir then jumps up and down on Angel's bed.

Angel: mmrmph...

Gir: Angel...Angel?...ANGEL!!!! NOOOOOO!!!! SHE'S DEAD!!! WHYYYY???!!!

Angel: I'm not dead...let me sleep GIR! It's only seven in the morning.

GIR: But master says you have to get up or you guys will be late for skool.

Angel: FINE!!! IF THE BOSS OF THE GALAXY SAYS IT'S TIME TO GET UP, THEN I'LL GET UP!!!
*mumbles under breath* he is SUCH a shmeet...

GIR: YAY!!! I'LL GO TELL MASTER!!

GIR then skips off and Angel pushes a button on her shoulder and her disguise is automatically on.

Downstairs everyone is waiting when Angel walks down the stairs.

Zim: FINALLY! You are awake!

Angel: I AM!!!??? I COULDN'T HAVE POSSIBLY GUESSED!!!

Zim: grrrr...let's..just go...

Angel: Fine by me...

Sunny: YAY!!! An actual human learning facility!!!

Angel:Riiiiiight...lets go...BLUE! You stay here!



Blue: That's what I was planning to do.

They then walk out of the house and are walking towards the Skool when...

Dib: Hey ZIM! Who are your little alien girlfriends?

Zim: First of all they are not aliens and second of all...NIETHER OF THEM IS MY GIRLFRIEND!!!!

Sunny: YEA!! We are defiantely NOT aliens.

Angel: And there is NO possible chance of me being his girlfriend.

Dib: Sure you're aliens...cause I have PROOF!!! *holds up camera*

Angel then walks over, takes the camera, and breaks it in half.

Angel: Now you have no proof.

Dib:...NOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!

Zim: Let's just go or we'll be late for Skool.

At the Skool...

Mrs. Bitters: Ok class...Please welcome your new DOOMED classmates, Angel and Sunny.

All of the boys except Dib and Zim: *stare and drool*

Angel: Don't even think about it!

Sunny: *giggles* hi!

Mrs. Bitters: Girls! Say what you want now, because after, consider yourself a mute.

Angel: I guess I'll start...Hi, my name is Angel, and no one had better stand in my way or else I will kick
their butt and or kill them.

Class: O.O eep...

Sunny: HI!!!! My name is Sunny and I am glad to be part of this class. I am also hoping to be your
bestest friend!

Class: YAY!!

Mrs. Bitters: That was certainely unpleasent, Now Angel, take your seat next to Zim. Sunny, take your
seat next to Dib.



Angel: Crud.

Sunny: OK!!!

Angel and Sunny take their seats

Mrs. Bitters: Ok class, since this DOOMED Skool is so DOOMED, they have decieded to add Music
class, gym class, and health class. Your first DOOMED class of the day is *shudders* Health. NOW
GO!!

Bell Rings

The Kids then scamper out into the hallway, taking with them Zim, Dib, Sunny, and Angel into the
doomed class that is *shudders* Health.
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